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Pension Fund Portfolio Turnover
and Performance Evaluation

• This Issue Brief examines pension fund portfolio turnover and performance
evaluation. It provides background on investment asset turnover, analyzes the
implications of active and passive management strategies, and describes the
criteria by which pension plan sponsors evaluate investment managers. In
addition, the discussion presents the findings of two EBRI surveys designed to
estimate the turnover activity at both the plan sponsor and investment manager
levels.

• There are two distinct measures that may be adopted in analyzing pension plans’
short-term trading behavior. Ideally, one would have information on average
holding periods by major categories of assets. However, currently there are no
compelling reasons for a plan sponsor or investment manager to produce these
figures for a tax-exempt trust. The alternative measure that is more widely
available is the portfolio turnover rate, which is calculated as some measure of
purchases or sales of assets divided by average assets held for the period.

• Estimated average holding periods for Frank Russell Company clients portfolios
suggest that more than 80 percent of the domestic equity assets had holding
periods in excess of six months.

• Evidence from EBRI questionnaires suggests that equity turnover reported on a
plan-wide basis averaged 50.38 percent for U.S. common stock in 1990 (59 percent
of the average in 1986) and that equity turnover reported by individual managers
averaged 40.26 percent for U.S. common stock in 1990 (85 percent of the average
in 1986).

• Both plan sponsors and investment managers agree that a rather long time
horizon is used to evaluate investment performance before a manager is termi-
nated. Investment managers’ investment styles also appear to have lengthy time
horizons.

• Plan sponsors and equity investment managers are largely in agreement on how
managers are being evaluated. It is apparent that short-term performance is not
a high priority in that evaluation.

• Equity investment managers have an average tenure with the sample plans of
more than five years and experience low turnover. The managers appear to have
sufficient time to prove their style without having to resort to short-term tactics
for quick stock price appreciation.
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Pensions,
Social Secu-
rity, and
personal
savings pro-
vide retired
workers the
income they

need to maintain their preretirement standard of
living. The investment of a pension plan’s assets
may affect this retirement benefit—directly in the
case of defined contribution plans and indirectly
in the case of defined benefit plans.

In a defined contribution plan, the employer
makes specified contributions to an account established
for each participating employee. The final retirement
benefit reflects the total of employer contributions, any
employee contributions, and investment gains or losses.
The accumulated amount may also include employer
contributions forfeited by employees who leave before
they become fully vested, to the extent such contribu-
tions are reallocated to the accounts of remaining
employees. In most cases, participants allocate their
accounts among various investment options and bear the
investment risk. A participant who is willing to assume
higher investment risk during employment increases the
likelihood of higher performance, which leads to a larger
retirement benefit. Lower investment returns lead to a
smaller retirement benefit and a greater reliance on
Social Security and personal savings.

In a defined benefit plan, each employee’s future
benefit is determined by a specific formula, and the plan
provides a guaranteed level of benefits on retirement.
Usually, the promised benefit is tied to the employee’s
earnings and/or length of service. The employer is
responsible for deciding how to allocate the assets and
must bear the risk of investment gains and losses. A
defined benefit plan is generally under no obligation to
increase benefits in retirement, but higher returns may
make ad hoc benefit increases more likely (they may also
decrease the amount of future contributions necessary

Introduction

from the employer).
Defined benefit plan sponsors may have

different investment goals, depending on such
factors as the participants’ demographic charac-
teristics and a firm’s financial status. A sponsor
may strive for stable plan costs or assurance of the
firm’s financial flexibility while taking into consid-
eration tradeoffs between return and risk. The
tradeoffs in turn affect the benefit retirees receive.
For example, high investment returns, which incur more
risk, may allow the sponsor to lower future plan contri-
butions or may increase the likelihood of postretirement
benefit increases. With lower investment returns, which
have less risk, an employer would have to make larger
contributions in the future to secure benefits. Sponsors’
tolerance for short-term variation also may influence the
choice of investments.

A number of corporate managements
contend that benefit fund investment decisions are
driven by short-term considerations, an orienta-
tion that forces them to operate their businesses
with a similar short-term focus. Specifically, they
allege that benefit funds base their buy-hold-sell
decisions solely on a security’s short-term perfor-
mance. They maintain that benefit funds will not hold a
stock that promises long-term gains if the management’s
long-term-oriented strategic actions detract from current
earnings. In this regard, these critics also maintain that,
if a company’s stock price declines (perhaps as a result of
large scale sales by benefit funds) and, as a consequence,
the company becomes the target of a takeover, those
benefit funds that have continued to hold shares will
almost certainly tender them. These critics also argue
that the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 (ERISA) encourages benefit funds to operate in this
manner and therefore ERISA should be amended to force
all benefit funds, regardless of their liability structure or
purpose, to pursue a “long-term investment approach.”

In support of their contention that benefit fund
investments are driven by short-term considerations,
these critics cite the turnover rates of active equity
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managers.1 However, the managers who produce this
level of turnover argue that their investment techniques
achieve superior returns. They note that producing
superior returns for their clients is the reason they are in
business, and it is necessary for them to retain the
clients and attract new ones. Critics also maintain that
some investment managers pursue short-term invest-
ment strategies because they are pressured by pension
fund sponsors who expect them to outperform a bench-
mark or index each quarter.

By the end of the 1980s there appeared to be a
growing belief among some members of Congress that
high stock turnover was indeed preventing corporate
managements from undertaking long-term projects. In
September 1989, fearing that corporate America was
increasingly being acquired by institutional investors
having only a transient interest in the companies they
own and control, Sens. Nancy Kassebaum (R-KS) and
Robert Dole (R-KS) introduced the Excessive Churning
and Speculation Act of 1989 (S. 1654).2 Although this bill
was never enacted, it would have placed an excise tax of
10 percent on capital gains from assets held less than
30 days and 5 percent on gains from assets held for
longer than 30 days but less than 180 days. Plans with
less than $1 million in assets at their most recent
valuation would have been exempt from these taxes as
would transactions entered in as a hedge (transactions to
reduce risks).3 The bill was introduced with the stated
purpose of lengthening the alleged short-term invest-
ment mentality of institutional investors.

Many, if not most, pension fund sponsors
disagree with the contention that pension benefit funds

are short-term oriented. They say that many of their
benefit funds have long-term liabilities, consequently
making long-term investments not only desirable but
necessary. In fact, some pension fund sponsors believe
that making investment decisions with solely a short-
term focus would be contrary to their responsibilities as
fiduciaries, because ignoring longer-term impacts on the
economy and U.S. businesses could be detrimental to
future investment opportunities. Many pension fund
sponsors believe that ERISA, as it is currently written, is
consistent with such a long-term approach.

Responding to the alleged pressure exerted on
investment managers to produce returns that outper-
form a benchmark index each quarter, some pension
fund sponsors note that they and their corporate man-
agements do not evaluate their investment managers on
the basis of short-term performance. As shown later in
this Issue Brief, both plan sponsors and investment
managers agree that managers generally are evaluated
on their performance over at least one market cycle
(three to five years) or longer. This Issue Brief examines
pension fund portfolio turnover and performance evalua-
tion. It provides background on investment asset
turnover, analyzes the implications of active and passive
management stategies, and describes the criteria by
which pension plan sponsors evaluate investment
managers. In addition, the discussion presents the
findings of two Employee Benefit Research Institute
(EBRI) surveys designed to estimate the turnover
activity at both the plan sponsor and investment manag-
ers levels.

Background on Investment Asset
Turnover
There are a number of reasons why a pension portfolio
may turn over its investments. The following discussion
uses the equities market to illustrate these reasons.

One factor influencing a pension fund’s
equity portfolio is the different buy and sell deci-
sions investment managers make. Managers who

1   See section titled Equity Turnover in Pension Plans for surveys and studies
of turnover rates.

2   For an examination of the consequences of this proposal, see “Pension Fund
Taxation,” EBRI Issue Brief no. 105 (Employee Benefit Research Institute,
August 1990).

3   Opponents of the bill argued that investors may be able to use derivatives to
achieve their goals without technically triggering the tax and that it could be
very difficult to administer the hedging exceptions under the proposal.
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are driven to duplicate the market
are regarded as passive managers,
while those who attempt to beat
the market are known as active
managers. In duplicating the market,
a manager purchases stocks that are
included in the chosen index, such as
the Dow Jones Industrial Average
(DJIA) or the Standard & Poor’s 500
(S&P 500). Stocks are purchased in the
same proportion as in the chosen index
and consequently move the portfolio in direct relation to
the index. Passively invested funds are used to control
portfolio risk, to obtain broad market exposure cheaply,
and/or guarantee market performance.

Turnover in this management style is a result of
changes in the index or of choosing a different index.
Occasionally, the DJIA, S&P 500, or any other index
changes its portfolio due to economic or market changes
or changes in the size of companies. When these changes
occur, passive-style managers need to make similar
changes in their portfolios to continue replicating the
particular index. The S&P 500 made an average of
25.4 company changes (additions or deletions) annually
during the 1980s (Standard and Poor’s Corporation,
1990).

Turnover can also result when an active-style
investment manager attempts to outperform the market
by (a) choosing stocks that will, on average, outperform
the market and/or (b) timing his or her purchases and
sales of stocks to make a profit. More risk is involved in
this style in terms of volatility of returns because there
are no guarantees that the chosen stock will outperform
the market.

There is a range of investment styles
between active and passive management as well as
combinations of these and other styles. Such
combinations will lead to a range of options be-
tween risk (volatility of returns) and return. Each
combination will also lead to different turnover
ratios. Additionally, pension plan sponsors can

choose a group of investment
managers, which diversifies not
only the portfolio’s stock hold-
ings but also the styles. Choosing a
group of different style investment
managers allows the portfolio to
benefit in some part of the portfolio
no matter which type of manager
performs best during any specified
period of time.

Reactions to predetermined
market conditions may also cause turnover in invest-
ments. Some investment managers use quantitative
models that look for market conditions ranging from a
percentage change in an index, a percentage change in
any stock or segment of stocks, or a difference between
various markets such as futures and stocks. These
models can lead to different amounts of turnover, de-
pending on the likelihood of the predetermined condition
occurring.

However, turnover may not depend on quantita-
tive models at all, as the investment managers may just
sense or determine that there has been a change in the
market significant enough to warrant changing the
investment holdings. If the pension plan sponsor permits
the manager to hold cash, the exposure to the stock
market may be increased or decreased in reaction to
market conditions by varying the percentage of cash
held.

Turnover in the pension portfolio may also result
from the plan sponsor’s decisions. The sponsor may
decide to take a different direction by changing the type
of investments, such as switching from stocks to bonds or
choosing a manager with a different investment style. A
sponsor also may wish to continue the current invest-
ment allocation and style but change managers to
achieve a more satisfactory investment performance.

Each decision leads to a particular amount of
turnover. If the new manager wishes to begin with a
completely different group of stocks, then that part of the
portfolio is completely turned over before the new

Many, if not most,
pension fund sponsors

disagree with the
contention that pension
benefit funds are short-
term oriented. They say

that many of their
benefit funds have

long-term liabilities,
consequently making
long-term investments
not only desirable but

necessary.
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strategy or allocation is implemented. However, if the
new manager wishes to continue with the current stocks
but make future buy and sell decisions on a different
basis, then no turnover occurs due to the change in
managers.

Therefore, turnover can result from basic
implementation of the investment manager’s style,
changing market conditions, or a change in investment
direction or investment managers.

Investment Decisions That Need To Be
Made by the Plan Sponsor
Investment strategies of pension fund managers
need to be analyzed within the context of the
overall investment decisions made by the plan
sponsor. This section briefly defines, from the plan
sponsor’s point of view, three decisions that
effectively constrain the parameters within which
the investment manager must function. These
decisions concern whether pension assets should
be managed passively or actively, how assets
should be allocated, and how external managers
should be chosen and evaluated.

Whether Pension Assets Should Be Managed
Passively or Actively—Proponents of the passive
strategy argue that as the stock market becomes
increasingly efficient, it is more difficult for
investment managers to consistently outperform
the market. If actively managed funds do indeed
encounter difficulties producing a gross rate of return
superior to that of the market, it will obviously be even
more difficult to produce a superior return on a net basis
(after the effects of fees and transactions costs have been
accounted for).

Index funds represent the ultimate form of
passive investing. An equity index fund replicates a
particular index such as the S&P 500 and is designed to
generate a beta of 1.0 (i.e., the rate of return on the fund
is expected to be equal to that of the S&P 500).4 These
funds are based on the efficient market hypothesis that
assumes that the securities markets are efficient in the
processing of information. In other words, the prices of
securities observed at any time are based on a correct
evaluation of all information available at the time.

If this hypothesis were true, the value of an
investment manager’s services would be far less than the
current level of compensation enjoyed by these profes-
sionals. However, a number of published studies have
reported contrary evidence indicating at least a lack of
complete efficiency in the market. Anomalous results
have been found in the so-called weekend, small firms,
and January effects.5

Some sponsors will use index funds as an
investment for the core of their portfolio and allow active
management of the remaining amount of the assets. This
tactic possesses the advantage of freeing the investment
managers from having to deal with the core portfolio
and, instead, allowing them to focus their time on their
specialty areas. Moreover, given a relative sense of
security for the core investment, investment managers
are able to pursue a higher risk strategy on their subset
of the plans’ assets in hopes of above average returns.

Passive investing may also be implemented
through the bond market by dedication and immuniza-
tion techniques.6

How Assets Should Be Allocated—The asset
allocation decision is a process that determines
the best portfolio composition among the various
major types of assets (stocks, bonds, etc.). This

4   For a further discussion of beta, see section on Market-Related Variability.

5   R. Rogalski, “New Findings Regarding Day-of-the-Week Returns Over
Trading and Non-Trading Periods: A Note,” Journal of Finance (December
1984): 1603–1614; M. Reinganun, “Abnormal Returns in Small Firm Portfo-
lios,” Financial Analysts Journal (March/April 1981): 52–56; and D. Keim,
“Size Related Anomalies and Stock Market Seasonality: Further Empirical
Evidence,” Journal of Financial Economics 12 (December 1983): 13–32.

6   See Martin L. Leibowitz, “The Dedicated Bond Portfolio in Pension
Funds—Part I: Motivations and Basics,” Financial Analysts Journal
(January–February 1986): 68–75; and Martin L. Leibowitz,”The Dedicated
Bond Portfolio in Pension Funds—Part II: Immunization, Horizon Matching
and Contingent Procedures,” Financial Analysts Journal (March–April 1986):
47–57.
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decision takes into account the sponsor’s invest-
ment objective and, as a result, reflects the level of
risk the sponsor desires.
Three considerations must be assessed in setting invest-
ment objectives:

• Characteristics of the sponsor and its industry;
• Demographics of the work force and maturity of the

plan; and
• Possibility of plan termination.

Characteristics of the sponsor and its industry
must be considered in determining policy. For example, a
sponsor with thin profit margins, high labor costs, and in
a highly cyclical industry has less tolerance for variabil-
ity in pension costs than does a company with relatively
large profit margins, low labor costs, and a less cyclical
earnings pattern. Whether the industry as a whole is
growing, stagnant, or declining will also affect the degree
of conservatism built into the investment strategy.

Demographic considerations are also important
because a rapidly growing company with a young work
force has less concern for cash flow and investment
liquidity than does a company with a more mature work
force and many pensioners. A sponsor in the first cat-
egory would more likely be able to withstand several
years of capital losses on the pension plan portfolio
without impeding benefit payments.7

The possibility of plan termination is important
for companies with some risk of plan shutdown, merger,
acquisition, or other corporate reorganization because
the investment policy must take into account the possi-
bility that the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
(PBGC) will take over the plan and value its assets at
the time of termination at the current market value. If a

plan termination occurs during a business recession and
PBGC steps in, the claim against the sponsoring com-
pany will be larger than it would be at some other time.

How External Managers Are Evaluated—
Before an investment manager’s performance can
be measured, the sponsor’s investment objectives
for the manager need to be expressed in a useful
manner. Often, this expression takes the form of a
guideline statement. The guideline statement
should cover such questions as:8

• How much risk is the plan sponsor prepared to
take to achieve a specific benchmark rate of
return?

• What is the time period for measurement of
performance relative to objectives?

• What is the sponsor’s preference in terms of
asset mix, especially as it relates to stocks?

• What is the liability outlook for the plan and
what should the fund’s investment strategy be
in light of this outlook?

• What are the sponsor’s cash flow or liquidity
requirements?

• How much discretion is the manager permitted
regarding foreign investment, private place-
ments, options, financial futures, and so on?

Another matter that needs to be discussed at an
early stage is exactly what constitutes an acceptable
level of turnover. If the sponsor has decided that exten-
sive turnover activity does not add value to the portfolio
performance, guidelines to limit this activity should be
established. If the sponsor has concluded that turnover
expenses should be virtually eliminated, passive invest-
ment should be considered.

7   This statement only considers the plan’s cash flow aspects. Many of the
actuarial cost methods used to determine the minimum funding standard for
a defined benefit pension plan will amortize investment gains and losses over
a maximum of five years. Therefore, if the sponsor desires to control volatility
of the contribution stream from year to year, it is important that pension plan
investments do not experience a large decline in value. Moreover, with the
advent of Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement no. 87, which

established financial reporting and accounting standards for employers that
offer pension benefits, there are now several accounting consequences of
pension plan asset allocation that must take into consideration the plan’s
goals.

8   Martin D. Sass, “How (Not) to Manage Your Pension Fund Manager,” FE
Manual (August 1985): 38–39.
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After measuring the returns, it is necessary to
evaluate the risk-adjusted performance of investment
managers. Although some investment managers still
report their performance by comparing their equity
portfolio return with a common stock index (such as the
Standard & Poor’s 500 Stock Average [S&P 500] index)
and their bond portfolio results with a bond index (such
as the Smith Barney Shearson government and corpo-
rate bond index) without any adjustment for their
portfolio’s risk, there is a growing realization that return
cannot be meaningfully evaluated without simulta-
neously considering the investment’s risk. Portfolio risks
are commonly measured in one or more of three ways:9

• Total variability in absolute terms,
• Total variability in relative terms, and/or
• Market-related variability.

Absolute risk can be measured in one of
two ways. The most common is to compute the
standard deviation of the periodic returns. An-
other method is to rank in order the returns over a
particular period and to divide the distribution
into percentiles. The range from the 25th to the 75th
percentile, referred to as the semi-interquartile range in
several measurement systems, is then used as a measure
of the portfolio’s absolute risk.

Relative risk measurements start with one

of the two absolute risk measurements for the
portfolio in question and then divide it by a simi-
lar measure for the market during the same time
period. For example, if the absolute risk measure for an
equity portfolio was its standard deviation based on
quarterly returns for the last five years, the denominator
for the relative risk measure might be the standard
deviation of the S&P 500 based on quarterly returns for
the last five years.

Although relative risk measurement is an
improvement over absolute risk measurement in that it
factors in the activity of the market over the measure-
ment period, at present the most common method for
adjusting returns for risk is to use the capital asset
pricing model (CAPM).10 The CAPM uses standard
statistical techniques (simple linear regression) to
compute the intercept (alpha) and the slope (beta) of a
line that analyzes the relationship between the periodic
returns of the portfolio and those of the market (e.g., the
S&P 500).

In other words, beta indicates the sensitivity of
the return for a portfolio of equities to the returns of the
market. A beta equal to 1.0 would mean that, on aver-
age, the portfolio return should approximate that of the
market. A portfolio with a beta less than 1.0 would tend
to be viewed as conservative in that it would be expected
to earn less than the market during a bull market but

period horizon; transaction costs are low enough to ignore; taxes do not affect
the choice of buying one asset versus another; all individuals can borrow and
lend unlimited amounts of money at a single-period riskless rate of interest;
and all individuals agree on the nature of the return and risk associated with
each investment. However, extensions of the captial asset pricing model have
solved many of these problems.

9   Sidney Cottle, “Pension Asset Management—Measuring Performance,”
Financial Executive (September 1981): 28.

10   This theory is based on a number of very restrictive assumptions: investors
are risk-averse individuals who maximize the expected utility of their end-of-
period wealth; investors make their investment decisions based on a single-

Source: Frank Russell Company; Tacoma, Washington.
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suffer a smaller loss during a bear market.
Alpha, on the other hand, is widely interpreted as a
measure of the investment manager’s skill as measured
in a risk-adjusted setting. Performance better than that
predicted by the portfolio’s market risk (beta) is attrib-
uted to the investment manager’s value added (alpha).
To the extent it is considered statistically significant,11 a
positive alpha is regarded as evidence of the investment
manger’s skill.

A normal portfolio, which is a list of assets and
investment weights, initially was conceived as a bench-
mark for investment managers whose investment
habitat and style could not be adequately captured by a
broad-based index such as the Standard & Poor’s 500.12

A normal portfolio sets the norms for predicting and
measuring the returns of an individual money manager,
similar to the way a standard benchmark relates to
securities markets as a whole. In other words, a normal
portfolio controls for management style, thus providing a
benchmark against which discretionary investment
management can be evaluated.

There are three steps to building a normal
portfolio.13 First, determine the relevant investment
characteristics, which, through the performance of
regression analysis, can be identified as being correlated
with a company’s return. Second, discriminate between
investment style, as reflected in the stable exposure of
the portfolio to a given characteristic over time, and
discretionary investment decisions, as seen by the
portfolio’s varying exposure to a characteristic over time.
Third, define the normal portfolio by screening the

security holdings to identify those that have the appro-
priate characteristics to be included in the portfolio.

Two
distinct
measures
may be
adopted in
analyzing
pension
plans’

short-term trading behavior.  Ideally, one would
have information on average holding periods by
major categories of assets. Although this informa-
tion would have been required if the Dole/
Kassebaum proposal had been enacted, currently
there are no compelling reasons for a plan sponsor
or investment manager to produce these figures
for a tax-exempt trust. The alternative measure
that is more widely available is the portfolio
turnover rate, which is calculated as some mea-
sure of purchases or sales of assets divided by
average assets held for the period.

Perhaps the only wide-scale holding period study
undertaken to date is based on estimated average
holding periods for Frank Russell Company client
portfolios as of December 31, 1988.14 The data base used
for these estimates included 55 clients, 96 plans, and
1,339 portfolios with a total market value of $52 billion
in domestic equity and $36 billion in fixed-income
securities. Chart 1 provides the holding periods for
domestic equities and fixed-income securities. Assuming
no behavioral modifications occurred in response to the
short-term trading tax, 4 percent of the domestic equity
assets would have been subject to the 10 percent tax and
16 percent would have been subject to the 5 percent tax
if the Dole/Kassebaum proposal had been in effect in
1988. Unfortunately, there is no way of telling how much
income would have been produced, because the tax
applies to the (unknown) capital gains produced in each
class.

Equity Turnover
in Pension Plans

11   A detailed discussion of this concept is beyond the scope of this discussion.
Most standard textbooks on investments include this information.

12   Divecha Arjun and Richard C. Grinold, “Normal Portfolios: Issues for
Sponsors, Managers and Consultants,” Financial Analysts Journal (March–
April 1989): 7–13.

13   Mark Kritzman, “How to Build a Normal Portfolio in Three Easy Steps,”
Journal of Portfolio Management (Summer 1987): 21–23.

14   We are indebted to Marlaina Wall of the Frank Russell Company for
supplying us with these figures.
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5500 Proxy for pension plan              New York Stock Exchange

In contrast,
several methods may
be adopted in an
attempt to gauge
short-term trading
activity based on
portfolio turnover
rates. The most direct
method is to request
turnover rates from
the plan sponsors or
investment managers.
This method provides the most accurate measurement
because in many cases these sponsors and managers
have direct access to records of buy and sell decisions.
However, this method can lead to bias because those
with the lowest turnover may be the most likely to
provide information.

Plan sponsors are not required to directly report
turnover statistics to the federal government. However,
for plan years through 1987, a proxy for turnover can be
calculated from Form 5500, which pension plan sponsors
must file with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and
the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL). While the 5500
forms provide a near universal sample, the turnover is a
proxy and, therefore, it may not be as accurate as results
from a direct questionnaire.

According to Form 5500 data analyzed by
McCarthy and Turner, the plan weighted turnover
rate for stock portfolios in private pension plans

Chart 2
Stock Portfolio Turnover Rates: 1981–1987
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Source: David D. McCarthy and John A. Turner, "Stock Turnover in
Private Pension Portfolios," in John A. Turner and Daniel J. Beller, eds.,
Trends in Pensions (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1992).

increased from
42.3 percent in 1981 to
56.5 percent in 1987.15

This increase of
33 percent is less than
that experienced by
other investors (chart
2) and is thought to
be largely attribut-
able to the reduction
in transaction costs
during this period.16

Starting in 1988, Form 5500 no longer
requests the information to calculate turnover
rates. In an attempt to measure turnover activity
since that time, the Employee Benefit Research
Institute (EBRI)17 sent a questionnaire to the
sponsors of the 1,000 largest corporate pension
plans in 1991.18 A total of 147 responses were received,
representing a response rate of 14.7 percent. These plans
accounted for $182.9 billion in total investment assets,
which represented approximately 14 percent of the total
private trusteed pension assets at the time. A second
questionnaire was sent to the major equity investment
managers for each plan sponsor that returned the first
questionnaire. A total of 506 surveys were mailed and
212 responses were received, representing a response
rate of 42 percent. These plans accounted for
$25.0 billion in total investment assets, or approximately
1.9 percent of total private trusteed pension assets.

15   David D. McCarthy and John A. Turner, “Stock Turnover in Private
Pension Portfolios,” in John A. Turner And Daniel J. Beller, eds., Trends In
Pensions (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1992).

16   Berkowitz and Logue (1988) provide statistical evidence that turnover
seems to be closely related to trading costs (which were generally declining
during the period) and mildly related to timing opportunities. However,
turnover did not appear to be related to stock picking opportunities as
measured by the standard deviation of stock returns. Another likely cause for
the increase in measured turnover activity is the increased use of options by
pension plans. Unfortunately, no data bases currently permit analysis of such
transactions among pension plans.

17   The Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) conducted this research
under a contract for the Financial Executives Research Foundation. The

results of this research have recently been released in Employee Benefit
Research Institute, Time Horizons of Pension Fund Managers (Morristown,
NJ: Financial Executives Research Foundation, 1993).

18    Due to limitations of various data bases and the need to link to informa-
tion for nonresponders to measure potential sample bias, we decided the best
method was to link the Form 5500 data base and the Money Market Directory
(MMD) data base. This allowed us to use the contact names from MMD and
the proxy turnover rates from the 5500 forms. An initial attempt to match
these data bases was done on the largest 1,000 private pension plans (based on
plan assets) from the most recent Form 5500 data base that provided turnover
information (1987). Due to terminations and mergers since 1987, this attempt
did not yield a 100 percent match, and we used an iterative procedure to find
the next largest plan until a matched sample of 1,000 plans was obtained.
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Table 1
Annual Turnover Rates for Entire Sample of Plan Sponsors, 1986–1990

 (means reported in percentages)

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Total Common Stock n 37 42 47 51 54
Mean 86.57 65.57 56.32 59.47 58.54

U.S. Common Stock n 41 45 49 54 54
Mean 80.39 62.84 52.98 58.20 52.57

International n 10 13 15 21 18
Common Stock Mean 34.00 45.31 37.80 44.00 39.22

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

19   For purposes of this survey, turnover was defined as the lesser of purchases
or sales measured in dollars as a percentage of the average asset value of the
equity portfolio. Sponsors were specifically asked if they used a different
definition of turnover. Only a single sponsor indicated that this was the case,
and this observation was removed from the analysis described below.

20   A potential limitation of any questionnaire survey dealing with turnover
activity is that the results would be biased if the respondents were those with
abnormally small (or large) turnover ratios. We attempted to test for this
phenomenon by using the Form 5500 data to construct a proxy for the common
stock turnover ratio. Cumulative distributions of the turnover ratios based on
this proxy were constructed for both the respondents and the nonrespondents
to the survey. The results are remarkably similar for the quarter of the

respective populations with the lowest Form 5500 turnover rates. The 25th
percentile ratios for the turnover proxy were 0.734 and 0.739 for respondents
and nonrespondents, respectively. For the remaining three-quarters of the
population, however, a respondent is more likely to have a lower Form 5500
turnover ratio than a nonrespondent. The median is 0.884 for the respondents
and 0.966 for the nonrespondents for a sample bias of approximately
9.5 percent. This discrepancy becomes more pronounced when we observe the
Form 5500 turnover ratios for those with larger than average values. The
75th percentile figures are 1.050 (respondent) and 1.298 (nonrespondent) for a
bias of approximately 19 percent. Thus it appears that the average turnover
statistics reported on the questionnaire may be lower than would be expected if
all recipients had responded.

Table 2
Annual Turnover Rates for Consistent Sample of Plan Sponsors, 1986–1990

(means reported in percentages)

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Total Common Stock n 34 34 34 34 34
Mean 91.85 66.35 61.03 65.18 54.53

U.S. Common Stock n 37 37 37 37 37
Mean 85.97 64.95 55.41 60.51 50.38

International n 8 8 8 8 8
Common Stock Mean 33.13 44.63 48.00 45.25 45.50

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

Both questionnaires asked respondents to
provide turnover19 information on their common stock
portfolios for a five-year period ending with 1990. Plan
sponsors were also asked to provide separate information
on the domestic and international components, if avail-
able. The two-year overlap with the Form 5500
information allowed us to make useful inferences on the
type of sponsors and investment mangers returning the
survey.20

Evidence from the questionnaires suggests
that:

• equity turnover reported on a planwide basis
averaged 50.38 percent for U.S. common stock

in 1990 (59 percent of the average in 1986), and
• equity turnover reported by individual manag-

ers averaged 40.26 percent for U.S. common
stock in 1990 (85 percent of the average in
1986).

The mean annual turnover rates and number of
responses for the plan sponsors are reported in table 1.
More than one-third of the respondents reported turn-
over rates for the last two years for both the total and
U.S. common stock categories. The response rate for
international common stock was much smaller, reaching
a maximum of 14 percent for the 1989 calendar year.
Both the total and the U.S. common stock categories
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Table 3
Annual Turnover Rates for Entire Sample of

Investment Managers, 1986–1990
(means reported in percentages)

Year 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

n 129 143 156 167 179
Mean 47.55 51.13 44.28 45.28 44.77

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

responses for both the entire
sample and the consistent
sample are reported in table 3
and table 4, respectively. The
trend appears to indicate a
mild increase in turnover in
1987 before decreasing and
leveling off. The consistent
sample selection (table 4) also
allows a comparison of the
levels of turnover over time.
The mean rates in 1990 were
85 percent of the 1986 measure
of turnover activity.

Table 5 portrays turn-
over statistics for the New
York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
during this period. Although
comparisons between the two
sets of results need to consider
the potential impact of defini-
tional differences, the mean
turnover ratios for the equity

investment managers responding to our questionnaire
were consistently below the NYSE averages; however,
the gap between the two numbers appears to be narrow-
ing with time. The annual averages for the plan sponsors
were consistently higher than those of the investment
managers and exceeded the NYSE averages in three of
the five years. The disparity in turnover ratios between
the investment managers and the plan sponsors may be
due in part to the fact that we asked for the names of the
major equity investment managers. To the extent that
plan sponsors responding to our survey had decided to
invest a small portion of their equity portfolio in one or
more styles that generated above average turnover, the
results would show up in the sponsor’s turnover ratios
but not in the turnover ratios of the equity investment

21   Four managers indicated that they used a different definition of turnover
from that requested; their observations were removed from the analysis

described below. See footnote 26 for a description of the investment manager
sample used in this study.

Table 4
Annual Turnover Rates for Consistent

Sample of Investment Managers, 1986–1990
(means reported in percentages)

Year 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

n 129 129 129 129 129
Mean 47.55 50.76 42.79 43.59 40.26

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

appear to indicate a sharp
reduction in turnover in 1987
and 1988 and then somewhat
of an increase in 1989 before
leveling off. The international
common stock component does
not follow this trend; however,
the small response rate may
have caused an undue amount
of fluctuation in the reported
means.

A problem with the
results reported above is that
sponsors with abnormally high
or low turnover rates may
influence the annual means if
they do not provide informa-
tion for the entire time series.
Table 2 eliminates this source
of bias by including for each
category only those sponsors
that provided information for
the entire five years. The
results in this table confirm the trends observed for both
the total and U.S. common stock in the previous table.
The consistent sample selection also allows a comparison
of the levels of turnover over time. The mean rates in
1990 were 59 percent of the 1986 mean rate of turnover
activity for both the total and U.S. common stock catego-
ries. The international common stock category indicates
that the turnover ratio increased dramatically in 1987
and then leveled off to a rate approaching that of U.S.
common stock.

The plan sponsor respondents’ investment
managers were also asked to provide turnover rates
experienced by the portfolio for the survey plan in the
years 1986 to 1990, although only for U.S. common
stock.21  The mean annual turnover rates and number of

Table 5
Annual Turnover Rates for New York Stock

Exchange: All Traders, 1986–1990

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

64 73 55 52 46

Source: New York Stock Exchange, Fact Book, 1991
(New York, NY: New York Stock Exchange, 1991).
Note: Turnover is measured as reported share
volume divided by average shares listed.
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managers responding to our survey.22

Because the NYSE data
reported above include all traders,
some would argue that equity mutual
funds would provide a more valid
comparison of turnover activity among other institu-
tional investors. Table 6 provides the 1990 turnover
ratios for 987 equity mutual funds as reported by Rugg &
Steele. The overall fund-weighted turnover ratio for the
year was 90.48 percent, more than twice the level for the
same time period reported by pension plan investment
managers responding to our survey. When the turnover
ratios are also grouped by fund objective, the averages
vary from a low of 46.21 percent for funds predominantly
investing in precious metals securities to a high of
119.32 percent for the sector funds.

Based on the available Form 5500 evidence,

defined benefit plans have
experienced higher common
stock turnover rates than have
defined contribution plans
(chart 3); however, much of

this differential is attributable to the inclusion of
employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs) in the
latter category. Chart 4 provides additional detail on
the relative degree of stock portfolio turnover by type of
plan from 1981 through 1987. This chart shows the time
series of common stock turnover ratios for defined
benefit plans and two different types of defined contribu-
tion plans: money purchase and ESOPs. The median
common stock turnover ratio for each plan type is
divided by the corresponding figure for all plan types for
the year.23 While the median turnover ratio for ESOPs
ranged from approximately 20 percent to 40 percent of

Table 6
1990 Portfolio Turnover for Equity

Mutual Funds by Objective
(numbers reported in percentages)

Objective Average

Aggressive Growth 105.63
Global 83.19
Growth and Income 70.18
Income 87.86
International 70.78
Long-Term Growth 96.62
Precious Metals 46.21
Sector 119.32
Special 100.00
Grand total 90.48
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Source: David D. McCarthy and John A. Turner, "Stock Turnover in Private Pension Portfolios," in John A. Turner and Daniel J.
Beller, eds., Trends in Pensions (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1992).
Note: Turnover is defined as the minimum of purchases or sales of common stocks divided by the average of beginning and ending
year common stock. It is measured on a plan-weighted basis.
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Chart 3
Stock Portfolio Turnover Rates in Private Pension Plans by Type of Plan: 1981–1987

22   See the description of active versus passive asset management on pages 5–6
for further explanation of this phenomenon.

23   The authors used a definition of turnover different from that used in the
previous graph for the detailed analyses that follow. Although this prevents a
meaningful comparison of the absolute turnover numbers for the various
classes, standardizing for the aggregate turnover activity in the year allows an
analysis of the relative impact of observable characteristics on turnover.

Source:  Employee Benefit Research
Institute tabulations.
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the median turnover for all plan types during this period,
the turnover activity for money purchase plans re-
sembled that experienced by defined benefit plans.

It would appear that the size of the plan also has
a bearing on the extent of portfolio turnover. Chart 5
plots the time series of median turnover rates for both
defined benefit and defined contribution plans with
assets in excess of $300 million. Similar to chart 4, the
observations are standardized by dividing the median
turnover for all plans of the same type in that year. For
the entire sample period, large defined benefit pension
plans experienced 20 percent to 60 percent more turn-
over than defined benefit plans in general. To the extent
that plan sponsors believe that active plan management
increases the net investment income of the plan relative
to passive management, this result would be expected as
long as they can avail themselves of economies of scale.
However, the correlation of plan size and turnover
reverses for defined contribution plans, with large plans
having 30 percent to 60 percent less turnover. Unfortu-
nately, the available data do not exclude ESOPs from
this category, and it is not possible to tell from the data
whether these results are due to an abundance of ESOPs
in the large plan category.

As mentioned previously, there are a number of
reasons why a pension portfolio may turn over its
investments. McCarthy and Turner divided the Form
5500 turnover ratios into three categories:

• turnover to maintain the percentage of the portfolio
held in common stock in a growing or declining
plan,

• turnover to change the percentage of the portfolio
held in common stock, and

• other turnover.

Chart 6 shows that, during the sample period,
the proportion of common stock turnover attributable to
the “other” category consistently remained in the
70 percent to 80 percent range.24 While much of the

activity in this category is undoubtedly due to stock
selection, even a completely passive indexed strategy will
entail a certain amount of turnover activity due to the
value of the individual components of the index. As a
measure of comparison with the turnover ratios pro-
duced from these actively managed funds, table 7
portrays the turnover activity experienced by a large
commingled fund that is designed to replicate the S&P
500. These numbers are not directly comparable to the
numbers reported in previous tables due to the tendency
of many managers to invest in stocks with smaller
capitalizations than those reflected in the S&P 500.
Turnover ratios for a completely passive “small cap”
strategy would be expected to be larger than those
reported above. Table 8 provides representative informa-
tion from 1987–1990 for one index fund that invests in
the smaller 50 percent of the stocks traded on the NYSE,
AMEX, and NASDAQ.

McCarthy and Turner also explored the associa-
tion between overall rates of return on the entire
portfolio and the degree of turnover. Defining a low
turnover plan as one with less than 20 percent common
stock turnover and a high turnover plan as one with
120 percent common stock turnover or more, they found
no evidence to support the notion that higher turnover
leads to larger overall rate of return (chart 7). However,
this type of comparison may be misleading if the relative
riskiness of the portfolio is related to the degree of
turnover. In other words, the true association between
rate of return and turnover may be masked if portfolios
that are actively traded typically result in a higher beta.
If the market rate of return is positive during the sample
period (as it was for most of the 1980s), the true cost of
turnover will be underestimated. Ippolito and Turner
(1987) regressed the stock turnover as a percentage of
portfolio value on the annual rate of return for pension
plans over the period 1977–1983. Their analysis directly
controlled for the correlation between the rate of return
for the pension plans and the market rate of return in
each year. Based on the regression results, they con-
cluded that each additional percentage point of annual24   Limiting the analysis to defined benefit plans gave similar results.
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Chart 4
Relative Degree of Stock Portfolio Turnover by Type of Plan: 1981–1987
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Source: David D. McCarthy and John A. Turner, "Stock Turnover in Private Pension Portfolios," in John A. Turner and Daniel J.
Beller, eds., Trends in Pensions (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1992).
Note: Turnover is defined as the minimum of purchases or sales of common stocks divided by the average of beginning and ending
year common stock. It is measured on a plan-weighted basis.

Chart 5
Relative Degree of Stock Portfolio Turnover for Large Private Pension Plans by Type of Plan: 1981–1987
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Source: David D. McCarthy and John A. Turner, "Stock Turnover in Private Pension Portfolios," in John A. Turner and Daniel J. Beller, eds.,
Trends in Pensions (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1992).
Note: Large plans defined as those with assets in excess of $300 million.

Chart 6
Decomposition of Common Stock Turnover for All Plans: 1981–1987

Source: David D. McCarthy and John A. Turner, "Stock Turnover in Private Pension Portfolios," in John A. Turner and Daniel J.
Beller, eds., Trends in Pensions (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1992).
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Table 7
Annual Turnover Rates for S&P 500 Proxy, 1986–1990

(reported in percentages)

Year 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Total Turnover 6.96 5.97 6.32 8.15 4.43
Turnover Due Solely to

Dividend Reinvestment 3.92 3.64 3.94 4.01 3.42

Source:  State Street Global Advisors; Boston, Massachusetts.

stock turnover would cost the
plan nearly two basis points
in its annual rate of return.

Although we were
unable to update the survey
to obtain more recent turn-
over information, we were
able to obtain turnover
figures for clients of the
Frank Russell Company.25

While the number of entities
represented in this data base fluctuated over the report-
ing period, the most recent figures based on the
12 months ending December 31, 1992 included
42 clients, 58 plans, and 1,292 portfolios. The average
market value of the domestic equity investments in 1992
was $66 billion. Table 9 provides the annual turnover
ratios for these portfolios from 1988 to 1992. The first
three years of the time series in this table overlap with
the last three in the EBRI survey. It appears that the

shape of the trend line for
the Russell data base is very
similar to that observed for
plan sponsors over the same
period; however, the clients
in the Russell data base
average 9 percent to
13 percent lower turnover
per year than the average
respondent to the EBRI plan
sponsor survey. Table 9

suggests that the decrease in 1990 turnover rates may
have been a temporary phenomenon, as the 1991 rates
rebounded to 49.4 percent and then decreased slightly to
45.4 percent in 1992.

The 1992 turnover rate reported by Russell is
virtually identical to the 46 percent figure obtained by
the Committee on Investment of Employee Benefit
Assets (CIEBA) in its survey of investment practices of
ERISA-governed U.S. defined benefit plans. The CIEBA
survey was also designed to measure the relative differ-
ence in turnover due to active management of the
pension assets. The results for CIEBA’s 105 members
(representing $373 billion of pension assets) indicated

Source: David D. McCarthy and John A. Turner, "Stock Turnover in Private Pension Portfolios," in John A. Turner and Daniel J.
Beller, eds., Trends In Pensions (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1992).
Note: A low turnover plan is defined as one with less than 20 percent common stock turnover, and a high turnover plan as one with
120 percent or more common stock turnover.
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25   We are indebted to Marlaina Wall of the Frank Russell Company for
supplying us with these figures.

Chart 7
Overall Rate of Return by Turnover Type for All Plans: 1981–1987

Table 8
Annual Turnover Rates for Small Cap Proxy,

1987–1990  (reported in percentages)

Year 1987 1988 1989 1990

Total Turnover 14.15 16.10 13.29 13.60

Source:  State Street Global Advisors; Boston, Massa-
chusetts.
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that turnover for actively managed portfolios and
passively managed portfolios was 60 percent and
18 percent, respectively.

Methodology
and
Analysis of
Overall
Response
As mentioned in

the previous section, EBRI sent out two sets of question-
naires to estimate turnover activity at both the plan
sponsor and the investment manager levels. The survey
instruments were also used to collect information on the
overall investment process. The first questionnaire was
sent to plan sponsors. Its objective was to determine the
plan sponsors’ propensity to change investment deci-
sions, the reasons for these decisions, and their impact
on common stock turnover. The second questionnaire26

was sent to the major equity investment managers for
each plan sponsor that returned the first questionnaire.
The objective of the second survey was to determine the
impact of various investment strategies and sponsor
evaluation techniques on common stock turnover.

Generally, the questions are multiple choice, and
the respondents were asked to identify the degree to
which they agreed or disagreed with a given statement.
For certain questions, the respondents were asked to
rank and weight given alternatives.

Plan Sponsors
As expected, the vast majority (93 percent) of the respon-
dents sponsored a defined benefit pension plan.

Table 9
Domestic Equity Turnover Rates for Frank Russell

Company Client Accounts: 1988–1992
(numbers reported in percentages)

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

46.1 51.1 37.4 49.4 45.4

Source: Frank Russell Company; Tacoma, Washington.

Profit-sharing plans accounted for 4 percent of the
responses, while money purchase plans and 401(k) plans
each had 1 percent. Another 1 percent of the responses
did not respond to this question.

Table 10 provides the detailed breakdown of the
sponsors’ asset mix as of December 31, 1990. Domestic
common stock and fixed income categories constituted
most of the investable assets, with means of 48 percent
and 39 percent, respectively.  The mean asset size of the
plans responding was $1.3 billion, with a median size of
$390 million.

Plan sponsors were asked for the percentage of
their plan’s equity portfolio that was actively managed
and the percentage that was passively managed. These
categories were treated as mutually exclusive, and
sponsors were asked to interpret passive management as
a portfolio strategy designed to replicate the return on
some index or broad market segment. The mean for
actively managed portfolios was 82 percent. Nearly one-
half (44 percent) of the respondents had the entire
portfolio actively managed.

Plan sponsors were also asked to dichotomize
their equity portfolio into internal and external manage-
ment categories. The mean for the external management
category was 92 percent. Eighty-one percent of the
respondents had the entire portfolio externally managed.

Investment Managers
Investment managers were asked to identify the cat-

26   The second questionnaire was sent to investment managers identified in
Part B of the plan sponsor questionnaire as one of the 10 largest domestic
equity managers. Managers that were identified by more than one sponsor
were asked to complete a separate survey for each plan. In the case in which
the respondent was managing more than one portfolio for the plan, informa-
tion was requested for the plan with the largest portfolio.

Questionnaire
Surveys

Table 10
Sponsors' Asset Mix, December 31, 1990

U.S. Common Stock 48%
International Common Stock 5
Real Estate 5
Domestic Fixed Income 39
International Fixed Income 1
Venture Capital and Private Equity Funds 2

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute
tabulations.
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egory that was most appli-
cable to their investment style
for the survey portfolio. More
than one-half of the respon-
dents were either value or growth managers, as can be
seen in table 11.

The majority of the managers (60 percent)
indicated that they typically invest in large capitaliza-
tion stocks for the survey portfolio. Medium
capitalization stocks represented 32 percent of the
respondents, and small capitalization accounted for
9 percent of the sample.

The mean asset size of the portfolios represented
in the second survey was $140 million, with a median
size of $39 million.

Similar to the results reported for plan sponsors,
the vast majority of the assets managed by the respon-
dents were not under passive management. On average,
87 percent of the plans’ equity portfolios were actively
managed. A total of 85 percent of the respondents
reported that no portion of their portfolio was passively
managed, while 10 percent relied exclusively on passive
techniques.

In analyzing
the data from
the question-
naires, we find
that both plan
sponsors and
investment
managers

agree that a rather long time horizon is used to
evaluate investment performance before a man-
ager is terminated. The investment managers’
investment styles also appear to have lengthy time
horizons.

Both plan sponsors and investment managers
were asked to indicate two time frames they used in
evaluating equity managers’ performance. The first time
frame requested was the one used on an ongoing, recur-

Table 11
Managers' Choice of Investment Style

Percentage of Investment
Investment Style Managers Selecting

Broadly Diversified/Core 9%
Defensive 2
Growth 18
High Yield (income) 4
Quantitative 4
Sector Rotational 4
Value 37
Passive 9
Other 11

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute
tabulations.

Time Horizons

ring basis. The second was the
one used to determine the
amount of data they needed to
decide whether an existing

manager should be terminated.
More than two out of three plan sponsors

(68 percent) indicated that they used a quarterly
time frame on an ongoing, recurring basis, while
only 10 percent based their termination decision
on less than three year’s worth of information. A
termination decision based on a three-to-five-year
time frame was the most popular, accounting for
61 percent of the responses. Twelve percent chose
a time frame longer than 5 years, and another
11 percent indicated that their termination deci-
sions would be based on information collected
over a complete market cycle (chart 8).

Nearly one out of two investment managers
(47 percent) indicated that they thought plan sponsors
used a quarterly time frame on an ongoing, recurring
basis, with 85 percent mentioning one year or less. A
termination decision based on a three-to-five-year time
frame was the most popular, accounting for 48 percent of
the responses. Twelve percent chose a time frame longer
than 5 years, and another 23 percent indicated that their
termination decisions would be based on information
collected over a complete market cycle (chart 9). This
evidence appears to contradict anecdotal evidence that
investment managers experience pressure from plan
sponsors to achieve “short-term” results, which might
encourage high portfolio turnover.

The close agreement between the plan sponsor
and investment manager on both time horizons is
illustrated in table 12. Individual investment manager
observations were linked to the plan sponsor information
to determine whether the plan sponsor’s actual time
horizon was the same as that perceived by the invest-
ment manager. A total of 176 pairwise comparisons were
available from the data. Panel A of the table focuses on
the time frame used for on-going evaluations; panel B
indicates the amount of information collected before a
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Chart 9
Investment Managers' Perception of Plan Sponsors' Time Frame Used in Evaluating

Performance of Investment Managers

"What time frame do you feel the plan sponsor generally uses in evaluating performance for this portfolio
on an on-going, recurring basis and in deciding whether or not you will be terminated?"
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Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

Chart 8
Plan Sponsors' Time Frame Used in Evaluating Performance of Investment Managers
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Table 12
Distribution of Plan Sponsors' Time Horizons and Associated Investment Managers' Perceptions

A: Ongoing Evaluation

Investment Manager

Plan Sponsor Quarterly Semi-Annually Annually Bi-Annually 3–5 Years Over 5 Years Complete Market Cycle

Quarterly 75 11 27 4 5 0 3
Semi-Annually 8 4 2 0 1 0 1
Annually 10 2 4 0 1 0 0
Biannually 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3–5 years 3 0 2 1 0 0 0
Over 5 Years 4 1 4 1 0 0 1
Over a Complete

Market Cycle 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

B: Termination Evaluation

Quarterly 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Semi-Annually 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Annually 0 0 0 1 3 0 1
Biannually 0 0 1 0 2 2 1
3–5 Years 0 1 2 6 55 14 28
Over 5 Years 0 0 3 1 16 6 3
Over a Complete

Market Cycle 0 0 0 0 11 2 5

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

termination decision is made.
As can be seen from the upper left-hand corner

of the first matrix in panel A, 75 plan sponsor-invest-
ment manager combinations (42 percent) agreed that the
ongoing evaluation used a quarterly time horizon. Panel
B provides the pairwise comparisons for determining the
extent to which investment managers correctly perceived
the plan sponsor’s time horizon for termination evalua-
tions. A total of 166 observations were available for this
matrix. Adding together all the observations except those
in the nine cells in the bottom right hand corner provides
a count of all plan sponsor-investment manager combina-
tions in which either party believed the termination
decision was based on less than three years of experi-
ence. Only 26 such combinations (16 percent) were
observed. This evidence appears to be in stark contrast
to allegations that plan sponsors’ time horizons for
terminating an investment manager (or the investment
manager’s perception of the time horizon) lead to short-
term trading behavior.

Investment managers were asked in gen-
eral how long their performance would have to lag
the performance benchmark agreed upon with the
plan sponsor before they would alter the stock/
industry selection process. More than three out of
four respondents (78 percent) indicated that they
would not alter their selection process based on
inferior performance.  Among those indicating

that they would alter their selection process, the
most prevalent time frame was a complete market
cycle, accounting for 10 percent of the responses.

More than one-half (55 percent) of the invest-
ment managers indicated that the plan sponsor allowed
them to raise cash. These managers were also asked how
long their performance would need to differ from the
performance benchmark before they would alter their
normal style with respect to raising/holding cash. The
majority (61 percent) of the respondents indicated that
they would not alter their timing decisions based on
their performance.

A major find-
ing of this
study was that
plan sponsors
and equity
investment
managers are
largely in

agreement on how the managers are being evalu-
ated. It is apparent that short-term performance is
not a high priority in that evaluation.

Sponsors were asked to rate on a scale of 1 (little
importance) to 4 (very important) 10 possible criteria by
which they evaluate the performance of each equity
investment manager. Whether the manager has invested

Investment
Manager
Evaluation
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Chart 10
Plan Sponsors' Criteria for Evaluating the Performance of the Plans' Equity Investment Managers

Not important Very Important

according to his/her firm’s stated strategy was by far the
most important criterion, with 73 percent of all respon-
dents rating it as very important. Market indices (e.g.,
S&P 500, composite market index) ranked second (chart
10). For comparison, investment managers were asked to
rank the relative importance of 10 criteria by which the
portfolio’s overall investment performance is evaluated.
Market indices received the highest rating. Whether the
managers had invested according to their stated strategy
was nearly as important (chart 11).

Managers were asked to rate the importance to
the plan sponsors of six possible criteria used in evaluat-
ing their investment performance in selecting stocks and
industries. Performance below that required by the plan
sponsors or the respondents themselves was by far the
most important criterion, with 68 percent of all respon-
dents rating it as very important. The other top two
criteria mentioned were violation of specific limitations
(e.g., how much to invest in a certain industry or specific
stock) and violation of specific restrictions concerning the
types of investments that the fund may make (chart 12).

Sponsors were asked to rate the relative
importance of 12 possible reasons for terminating
an equity manager. Although “inferior perfor-
mance” was one of the listed categories, it ranked
as only the third most important criterion.  The
two most important reasons were loss of confi-
dence in the manager’s process and inconsistent

investment philosophy or style. Violation of specific
restrictions concerning the type of investment that the
fund may make ranked fourth, with an average of 3.34,
and violation of specific limitations (e.g., how much to
invest in a certain industry or specific stock) ranked
seventh (chart 13).

These managers were asked how they thought
the plan sponsor would rate seven factors with respect to
their normal style of raising/holding cash. Appropriate
reactions to market conditions and performance required
by the plan sponsor or the investment manager them-
selves were rated as very important reasons. Violation of
specific restrictions concerning the types of investment
that the fund may make and changes in the portfolio’s
structure that do not meet the fund’s objective were
moderately important (chart 14).

Equity invest-
ment
managers
have an
average
tenure with
the sample
plans of more

than five years and experience low turnover. The
managers thus have sufficient time to prove their
style without having to resort to short-term tactics

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.
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Performance below that required by
sponsor or manager

Changes in structure of portfolio do not
meet objective of fund

Potential overlap in investment
portfolio of other managers

Turnover or transaction costs too
high compared to performance
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concerning types of investments
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Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

Chart 12
Investment Managers' Perception of Plan Sponsors' Criteria for Evaluating Portfolios'

Overall Investment Performance
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Chart 11
Investment Managers' Evaluation of Plans' Overall Investment Performance
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Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.
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Chart 14
Investment Managers' Perception of Plan Sponsors' Criteria for Evaluating the Managers' Normal Style

of Raising/Holding Cash
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Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

Chart 13
Plan Sponsors' Reasons for Terminating an Equity Investment Manager
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Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.
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for quick stock price appreciation.
After the investment managers’ performance has

been evaluated, the plan sponsor has to make difficult
decisions about which managers to retain and which to
terminate. Perhaps the most important factor is the time
frame used before making a termination decision. As
discussed previously, the most popular time frame used
in an investment manger termination decision was three
to five years (selected by 61 percent of those responding).

The evaluation of investment managers by plan
sponsors, including reasons for termination, was also
discussed previously. Criteria for evaluation and termi-
nation were known and understood by the investment
managers.

There is not a heavy turnover of invest-
ment managers by plan sponsors. Plan sponsors
reported average tenures of equity managers,
employed at the end of the year, ranging from
5.7 to 6.3 years between 1986 and 1990. Average
tenure of managers terminated during these years
ranged from 5.9 to 7.4 years.  This figure corresponds
to an average tenure in 1990 of 6.9 years among the

Table 13
Descriptive Data for Plans' External Equity Managers, 1986–1990

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Number of Equity Managers Employed by the Firm 5.8 6.1 5.9 6.2 6.3
Average Tenure of Equity Managers Employed at End of Year 5.8 5.7 6.0 5.9 6.3
Number of Equity Managers Hired by Fund During Year 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.6
Number of Equity Managers Terminated by Fund During Year 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6
Average Tenure of the Terminated Managers 6.0 6.9 7.0 7.4 5.9

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

Not important

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

investment managers responding to the second question-
naire (table 13).

Additional information may be derived from this
question by computing an annual manager turnover
ratio for each sponsor. For each case in which the
necessary information was available, the number of
equity managers terminated by the fund during the year
was divided by the number of equity managers employed
by the fund during the year. The mean turnover ratio for
the sample ranged from 8.6 percent to 10 percent.

These long tenure lengths and low turnover
rates reinforce the fact that plan sponsors have rather
long time horizons.

The next set
of findings
focuses on
the relation-
ship
between
investment
manager
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Market indices

Performance of a group of stock mutual funds
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Performance against a specifically tailored
benchmark

Performance of similar types of retirement funds

Chart 15
Association Between Equity Turnover and Sponsors' Evaluation of Plans' Overall Investment Performance
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Chart 16
Association Between Equity Turnover and Investment Managers' Perception of Sponsors' Evaluation

of Plans' Overall Investment Performance

Performance against a specifically tailored benchmark
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Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.

evaluation and equity turnover. These relationships
were explored in an attempt to ascertain whether the
turnover was driven by pressure for better performance.
The sample of plan sponsor respondents providing
turnover information was split into two groups: those
with reported 1990 common stock turnover ratios below
the sample median for plan sponsors (designated as low
turnover in this section) and those with ratios equal to or
above the median (designated as high turnover). A
similar procedure was conducted for the sample of
investment manager respondents, although their re-
ported stock turnover ratios were compared with the
sample median for investment managers.

External Management of Equity Portfolio
Plan sponsors were asked to indicate the percent-
age of the plan’s equity portfolio that was
managed externally. The results suggest that
lower turnover is strongly associated with exter-
nal management of the equity portfolio. None of the
respondents in the low turnover group had any portion of
their equity portfolio managed internally. Those in the
high turnover group had an average of 8.7 percent

managed internally, with one respondent reporting that
the entire equity portfolio was managed internally.

Evaluation of the Plan’s Overall
Investment Portfolio
The association between a plan sponsor’s common stock
turnover and his or her view of the importance of various
criteria in evaluating the plan’s overall investment
performance is shown in chart 15. None of the criteria
was strongly associated with the plan sponsors’ turnover
rate. In other words, for a particular criterion, the
difference in the mean scores for the high and low
turnover groups was not statistically significant. How-
ever, two of the criteria that investment managers
thought were preferred by the plan sponsor were
strongly associated with the investment manager’s
turnover rate: how well the manager has met the plan’s
objectives and performance against a specifically tailored
benchmark. Managers experiencing low turnover on
average thought their plan sponsors rated these criteria
as less important than those experiencing high turnover
(chart 16).
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Chart 17
Association Between Equity Turnover and Sponsors' Evaluation

of Plans' Equity Investment Managers
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Criteria for Evaluating the Performance
of a Plan’s Equity Investment Managers
Plan Sponsor Turnover—The only criterion for evaluat-
ing the performance of a plan’s equity investment
managers that was strongly associated with plan sponsor
turnover was performance against a specifically tailored
benchmark (chart 17). Sponsors with high domestic
common stock turnover on average rated this criterion as
more important in their evaluation than those with low
turnover. A potential explanation for this result is that,
as the evaluation standard becomes more precise, the
investment manager is forced to more aggressively
pursue a value-added strategy.

Investment Manager Turnover—
• Performance in Selecting Stocks and Industries.

The only criterion for evaluating performance in
selecting stocks and industries that was strongly
associated with investment manager turnover was
potential overlap in investment portfolios of other
investment managers employed (chart 18). Manag-
ers with low U.S. common stock turnover on
average felt their plan sponsors would rate this
criterion as more important in their evaluation

than those with high turnover.
• Ability to Raise Cash. Although the low turnover

managers on average are allowed to raise cash
more frequently than their high turnover counter-
parts (56.4 percent versus 55.5 percent), the
difference is too small to be statistically significant.

• Evaluation of Normal Style of Raising/Holding
Cash. There appears to be no strong association
between a respondent’s common stock turnover and
his or her perception of the plan sponsor’s view of
how important various criteria are in evaluating
the normal style of raising/holding cash (chart 19).

Performance-Related Guidelines, Goals,
and Objectives
Two types of performance criteria were strongly
associated with plan sponsor common stock
turnover. Sponsors with low turnover had a much
larger portion of their portfolio measured against
(1) the rate of inflation plus a specified number of
percentage points or (2) other equity investments
than their counterparts with higher turnover
(chart 20). This supports the earlier conclusion
that investment managers with more generic
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Chart 19
Association Between Equity Turnover and Investment Managers' Perception of Sponsors' Evaluation

of Normal Style of Raising/Holding Cash
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Association Between Equity Turnover and Investment Managers' Perception of Sponsors' Evaluation

of Performance in Selecting Stocks and Industries

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations.
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Chart 20
Association Between Equity Turnover and Sponsors' Performance-Related Guidelines, Goals, and Objectives
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guidelines may not be selling existing securities as
aggressively as those with specifically tailored
benchmarks.

Two types of performance criteria were strongly
associated with investment manager common stock
turnover. Sponsors with low turnover were more
likely to have their portfolio measured against the
rate of inflation plus a specified number of per-
centage points and less likely to have it measured
against a mutually agreed upon normal portfolio27

(chart 21).

Reasons for Terminating an Equity
Investment Manager
None of the reasons for terminating an existing equity
investment manager was strongly associated with plan
sponsor common stock turnover in this study (chart 22).

Data Regarding External Equity
Managers
One of the more revealing findings from these
surveys is that a sponsor’s manager (as opposed to
portfolio) turnover ratio is not strongly associated
with the plan sponsor’s common stock turnover
rates. In fact, the low common stock turnover
group had a slightly larger manager turnover ratio
(11.0 percent) than that of the high common stock
turnover group (10.7 percent). Tests were also run to
examine the potential influence on common stock
turnover of the number of managers hired and fired
during the year and the average tenure of both existing

and terminated managers. In no case was there statisti-
cal significance; however, the average tenure of the
terminated managers was substantially longer for firms
with low turnover (5.41 years) than for their high
turnover counterparts (3.58 years). The lack of statistical
significance for this difference was due in part to the
small number of responses to this question (24). The
results suggest that investment managers in the high
turnover category have had a slightly longer tenure with
the survey plan. However, this result is heavily influ-
enced by the maximum reported tenure in the high
turnover category, and the result is not statistically
significant.

A number of
corporate
managements
allege that
pension benefit
funds base their
buy-hold-sell
decisions solely

on a security’s short-term performance. By the end of the
1980s there appeared to be a growing belief among some
policymakers that high stock turnover was indeed
preventing corporate managements from undertaking
long-term projects. Many, if not most, pension fund
sponsors disagree with the contention that pension
benefit funds are short-term oriented—their benefit
funds have long-term liabilities and, as a consequence, it
is not only desirable but necessary that they be invested
long term.

With respect to the alleged pressure exerted on
investment managers to produce short-term results,
pension fund sponsors generally do not evaluate their
investment managers on the basis of short-term perfor-
mance. As shown in this Issue Brief, both plan sponsors
and investment managers agree that managers generally

Conclusion

27   As discussed earlier, normal portfolios have appeared as the appropriate
benchmark for performance measurement; they can control for capitalization
biases as well as biases toward almost any other investment characteristic.
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Chart 22
Association Between Equity Turnover and Sponsors' Reasons for Terminating an Existing Investment Manager
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Chart 21
Association Between Equity Turnover and Investment Managers' Perception of Sponsors' Performance-Related

Guidelines, Goals, and Objectives
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are evaluated on their performance over at least one
market cycle (three to five years) or longer.
Although differences in data base constructions and
portfolio objectives make any turnover comparisons
between pension sponsors and other investors problem-
atic, the data reported in this Issue Brief suggest
that approximately 80 percent of the domestic
equity held by U.S.-based plans had holding peri-
ods in excess of six months.

In summary, the belief that investment manag-
ers are pressured by fund sponsors to produce returns
that outperform a benchmark index each quarter ap-
pears to be at odds with the data analyzed in this report.
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